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Within the last 50 years, the world has
changed in ways that we would never have
imagined. We have leaped from economies
of local-scale into an integrated and complex
global system of production and exchange.
Amongst the many problems that we have to
face, one of the most challenging is to find
ways to meet increasing human demands
with ever limited resources. This applies to all sectors, including fish
consumption.
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The fragile balance between
humans and fish
Q. So, when did a human interest in fish as
food begin?
A. Fishing started back in the Paleolithic period, 40 000
years ago…with harpoons. Later on nets, hooks and lines
were invented. The first fishing boats were row-sail boats
and couldn’t travel very far out to sea; they couldn’t preserve
their catch and needed to return to shore the same day. Fish
farming is not a recent development either, the Egyptians
and Chinese were the pioneers in 2500BC!

Q. Do all fish reproduce in the same
way?

A. No! They are fascinating animals, displaying great
diversity in their lifecycles, strategies of reproduction
and development. For example, some species change
sex during their life-span, some are completely
hermaphrodite and reproduce by self-fertilisation or
cross-breeding, others choose their sex according
to their potential partner. Spawning strategies
range from collective events, involving the
release of millions of eggs in open water, to
sophisticated nest building followed by parental
care. Some species of fish even incubate eggs in
their mouth or undertake internal fertilisation.

Q. Wow! Fish reproduction sounds
complicated, what determines when a
fish will reproduce?

A. Yes, reproduction is complicated and is dependent on diverse
environmental factors, such as temperature, day-length and
specific spawning substrates; it can also involve complex social
interactions. For a fish to reproduce hormonal communication
must take place between the brain, the pituitary gland and the
gonads (sexual organs). Neurosensorial regions of the brain
detect environmental stimuli and send chemical messages to the


pituitary, which in turn liberates gonadotrophins (hormones),
acting on the reproductive organs, to stimulate the process
of egg or sperm production. When both sexes are mature,
pheromones are released to synchronise sexual behaviour in
males and females. There is still alot that we don’t know about
fish reproduction…

Q. What do we know about fish in their
natural environment?

A. We know that fish live in a complex environment, along with
other animals and plants, called an “ecosystem”. Each species
within the ecosystem has a role to play and the community
exists within a fragile balance.

Q. How healthy are fish
stocks in our oceans,
rivers and lakes?

A. The bitter reality is that a third
of all fish stocks worldwide have
collapsed. Indeed, if current trends
continue all those fish stocks that
are currently fished will disappear
within 50 years.
Fish could become a luxury
product, only accessible to
the rich. However, overfishing is not the sole
culprit in the demise
of fish populations;
pollution and climate
change are also
secondary influencing
factors. Severe overfishing affects not only the
target fish, but whole ecosystems, disrupting
the balance and making it difficult for individual fish populations
to recover. This is especially true when top predators, such
as sharks, are removed. Indeed when fish which mature and
reproduce relatively late in life are overfished (such as deep
sea fish) their populations take a very long time to recover, and
they may never recover if exploitation was too severe. There
are still many mysteries surrounding fish population biology,
which makes it difficult to manage stocks. There is however
hope that populations previously over-exploited may recover
if we reduce pressure now, and aquaculture can have a role to
play here.

Q. You also mentioned that pollution is a
problem?
A. Many man-made chemicals find their way into
the aquatic environment (from pesticides, PCB’s,
plastic manufacturing process, flame retardants etc.),
where they accumulate. Some of these chemicals are
capable of affecting reproductive processes in fish, by
mimicking natural sex hormones. There are concerns that
this could impact the long-term sustainability of wild fish
populations.
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Fish are a very large and diverse group and account
for more than half of all known vertebrates (animals
with a backbone), having colonised all types of aquatic
environments from lakes, oceans and rivers to
caves and brackish lagoons.
Let’s put this in perspective - the next most
common vertebrates are birds with just 8,600
species. The first primitive fishes appeared
510 million years ago, indeed they were the
first vertebrates on earth and are the stepping
stone to all land-living vertebrates, our current day
sharks and rays have been around for 370 million years!

Evolutionary tree
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Interview with Alexis Fostier,

Alexis Fostier leads
the Fish Reproduction
Group at the INRA
Fish Physiology
Research Laboratory
in Rennes, France.
He talks to us
about his view
on aquaculture,
protecting wild
fish stocks and
fish reproduction
research…
Further information:
http://w3.rennes.inra.fr/scribe/

Contact:

alexis.fostier@rennes.inra.fr

a renowned expert
on fish reproduction and
aquaculture sustainability
Q. Is fish farming a new development?

A. Strictly, fish farming is not a new industry, the Egyptians
and the Chinese were practicing a rudimentary form of finfish
aquaculture as early as 2500 BC. In Europe, monastic orders
were farming carp in ponds during the Middle Ages. However,
an aquaculture based on scientific and rational zootechnical
knowledge has only emerged relatively recently. Such
advances include the control of the entire fish lifecycle and the
associated technologies, allowing for timed reproduction in
captivity for some species. In fact, an exponential increase of
world aquaculture production started in the seventies.

Q. How are fish farmed?

A. Firstly, it may seem an obvious statement, but it is important
to remember that fish are farmed in water, with half of all
production taking place in fresh water. The industry therefore
has to consider sustainable management of this precious
natural resource and take care to preserve water availability
and quality for human consumption. Fish farming systems
are very diverse from both a technical and economical aspect.
They can either be extensive or intensive in nature, closed or
open systems. Polyculture, the culture of several species, may
be practiced, or monoculture of a single species. Production
may be conventional or organic, based on traditional or modern
techniques.

Q. Why farm fish today?

A. Within the last half of the 20th century, consumption of
fish more than doubled, from 40 million tonnes in 1970 to


86 million tonnes in 1998. Currently, around 16% of animal
protein consumed on a world scale is derived from fish, with
over a billion people dependent on fish as a main source of
protein. In addition, fish meat has a high dietary value and
its consumption is actively recommended by dieticians in the
West. There is now a general consensus concerning the risks
of over-exploitation of natural fish stocks. Thus, the demand
for fish cannot be met by capture fisheries alone. By farming
we can preserve natural stocks, quality assure the products and
provide a year-round supply of cheap protein. This may also
be a way to contribute to the maintenance or development of
employment in various coastal and inland regions. It is not the
“miracle” solution, but it is a very important part of the puzzle
in the sustainable management of fisheries.

Q. So is fish farming more important now
than it was in the past?

A. Yes, very much so. Today, it is the fastest growing agricultural
sector. In the early 1950’s, aquaculture production (fish and
shellfish) amounted to less than 1 million tonnes; by 2004 it
had reached almost 60 million tonnes, accounting for nearly
50% of global fish supplies. The growth of fish farming is a
modern phenomenon, with around 97% of species currently
farmed having been domesticated since the beginning of the
20th century. This is in part due to advances in research and
technology and access to training for fish farmers, enabling
some fish to be bred in captivity. However, it is also due to
the decline of fisheries and overexploitation of natural stocks,
making fish a more scarce and expensive source of protein.
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Asia-Pacific region and
Western Europe (principally
Norway). An interesting
example of the speed of
growth in production is that of the Pangassius (catfish) in
Vietnam, its production for export reaching almost 1 million
tonnes just 10 years after farming was first initiated.

Q. So what about breeding fish in
captivity, is this possible?

A. Unfortunately it is only possible for a limited number
of species. We still have much to learn. The first artificial
fertilisation of fish (salmonid) gametes took place in France
in 1842; and in 1866 in the USA and Norway for the cod. The
emergence of fish farming in Europe at the beginning of the
20th Century was largely linked to the transfer of technology
for the artificial reproduction of rainbow trout, which was
achieved for the first time in 1874 in the USA. But since 1842,
the major scientific goals have dramatically changed, with an
increasing diversification in species and much needed evolution
of zootechnical practices to reduce the environmental impacts
of fish farming. Besides, the genetic selection of fish emerged
relatively recently and methods are quickly
evolving thanks to our new knowledge
on genomes. For all these reasons, we
need to improve our understanding of fish
reproductive biology in order to increase our
control over fish reproduction, taking
advantage of new and more suitable
technologies.

Q. Is farmed fish good for you?

A. I would prefer you to ask me ‘Is fish good for you?’ I do not
understand why some people are so opposed to eating farmed
fish. Personally, I like to eat fish, any kind; caught from the wild
or farmed, marine or freshwater, including cyprinids (carps).
Of course, I am looking for good quality fish and I would prefer
fish produced with limited environmental impacts and under
good working conditions for the employees. Unfortunately, as
a consumer, I am rarely able to get information on these last
two points! Currently, it’s important to gather research from
various disciplinary fields in order to improve both fisheries
and aquaculture, but there is still much work to do with regards
to aquaculture. However, for me fish farming is most interesting
not in terms of my own consumption, but for its contribution
to the deficit in the world’s protein supply for food, which is
still a burning issue. In order to look towards resolving this
issue, aquaculture must not only consider high-value species,
but also those at the budget end of the market, which will
feed the masses. Europe should take an active involvement in
addressing this global problem.

Q. So it’s all positive then?

A. I feel that there is more than ever a consensus on the need
to increase aquaculture production, although there is still much
public criticism, especially in terms of environmental risks.
To respond to these concerns, both scientific programmes and
action by the professionals are taking place. But again, I must
emphasize that harmonized progress for both fisheries and
aquaculture is required - aquaculture cannot provide the whole
answer to the problem of endangered wild fish populations. In
some cases, better ecosystem management may be enough to
restore these populations. Consumer education may also help
to release the market pressure on some endangered species.
Finally, I am optimistic because there is a better dialogue
concerning these questions at all levels - societal, professional
and scientific. Besides, the world-wide scientific contribution
to the field of fish biology has significantly increased
over the last thirty years,
and I hope it’s positive!
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The

“I

have always been fascinated by
animals. As a young boy, I grewup in Madagascar spending most
of my time watching fish on the coral
reefs”. Now, Olivier’s work at the CNRS
/ University of Rennes 1 takes him to the
four corners of the globe, participating
in conferences and meetings and giving
lectures. “Travelling around allows me to
broaden my perspective on life on earth.”

 Cyril Gabbero/University of Rennes 1

Olivier Kah is
the leader of the
Reprofish project and
Director of Research
for the National
Centre of Scientific
Research (CNRS),
at the University of
Rennes 1, France.
His team seeks to
understand how sex
hormones shape the
brain and influence
its neural activity,
controlling the basis
of reproduction.
Further information:
www.umr6026.univ-rennes1.fr

Contact:

Olivier.kah@univ-rennes1.fr

brain drives reproduction

Olivier Kah and his team are experts when it comes to the fish
brain. “This small organ drives reproduction in all animals and
humans. It processes information from the fish’s surrounding
environment, decides if the fish’s energy levels are good
and, if conditions are right, reproduction may occur.” “It’s
a complicated science, but the basics of it are that in a
mature individual the brain releases substances in reaction
to environmental cues, such as light and temperature, and
messages from organs like the ovaries, enabling the animal
to reproduce”.
“One of the key actors in control by the brain of reproduction
is a small hormone called Gonadotrophin releasing hormone
(GnRH). Without this not a single fish, or for that matter any
animal or human, would reproduce. It is
required
to stimulate the release of hormones called
“gonadotrophins”, which are produced by a
small gland attached to the brain called the
pituitary gland, this in turn stimulates the
development of the sexual organs.”
“Many fish, but not all, also make hormones
that prevent reproduction from occurring
when conditions, such as temperature, are not
optimal. In goldfish, carp or catfish for instance, a brain
10

neurotransmitter
called
“dopamine” inhibits GnRH
and gonadotrophin release.
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spawning for successful fish
farming. For example, what we
currently know concerning the
influence
of daylength on reproduction is commonly used to advance
or delay the spawning season in farmed salmon and sea bass,
knowledge on the effects of temperature is also used to time the
production of eggs in carp.

When we cannot successfully recreate the optimal environmental
conditions on the farm, or if there is a “reproductive lock” for
an unknown reason, we can do something about it. This is why
it is necessary to treat some fish with a combination of GnRH
and antagonists of dopamine to get them to spawn. Neither
GnRH nor dopamine are dangerous for the fish or the
consumer. Both are actually used to treat
human patients, for example GnRH is
used to fight sterility and dopamine to
treat patients with Parkinson’s disease.
These molecules are not steroids and
they are only active for a very short
time.
“My work focuses principally on
the zebrafish, but the goldfish, carp,
rainbow trout and other species
are widely used in this kind of

research.” “Besides looking into the fundamental mechanisms
of reproduction in fish, I am mainly concerned by the role of
sex steroids (estradiol, testosterone) in the brain. What we have
learnt from comparative studies in a whole range of animals
is that many basic mechanisms are common to all of them.
This is why fish can be very useful models to investigate basic
important phenomena.”
Our ultimate goal is to improve knowledge on the important
mechanisms at all stages in the fish life cycle. Even though
many basic mechanisms are common to all species, fish are
sometimes quite different from each other in terms of evolution
and adaptation. The more we know, the more we will be able to
control reproduction in a large number of species.

Scientific fact
The name “KISS” was given to a brain hormone before it became clear
that it actually plays a key role in reproduction. It was found that people
with certain mutations of the Kiss receptor gene do not go through puberty
and are thus sterile, unless they are administered GnRH. It is now known
that Kiss neurons actually activate GnRH neurons at puberty and integrate
many of the environmental and nutritional signals that decide whether
an individual will reproduce or not. Fish have two Kiss genes, which
probably have an important role to play in puberty. Maybe one day, we
will use Kiss treatment to stimulate reproduction in fish that do not spawn
spontaneously in captivity.

Everyone needs a kiss

Fish, the sentinels of endocrine
disruption
To put our current work in its context, around the world
wildlife has been shown to be adversely affected by ‘endocrine
disruption’, which is a chemically induced hormone imbalance
that can result in damage to key life processes, such as
reproduction. Our freshwater and marine environments receive
discharges of thousands of different chemicals, including
“endocrine disrupting chemicals” (EDCs), derived from
industry, households and from agriculture practices.
We’ve all heard of fish changing sex near effluent outfalls in our
rivers, well my team studies the cumulative effect of various
oestrogens (female sex hormones) in the environment that
cause this feminisation. In fact, in collaboration with a research
group at Brunel University, we were the first to identify the
issue of ‘endocrine disruption’ in wild fish in UK Rivers and
to confirm which environmental oestrogens are responsible for
feminising fish”
So, you may ask, why study fish? Well, fish are particularly
vulnerable for two reasons, firstly because aquatic environments
concentrate chemicals and secondly because the sex of many fish
species is strongly regulated by hormonal and environmental
factors, indeed fish are among the most commonly affected
animals.
Interestingly, very recently it was discovered that not
only female sex-hormones cause feminisation of fish;
chemicals that block male hormone (androgen)
action have also been shown to contribute to
the feminisation of some wild fish. Some of
these feminising effects have been shown
to impact adversely on the ability of these
male fish to breed as they produce sperm of
lower quality. The big question now is as
to whether endocrine disruption has
long-term implications for the
sustainability of the affected
wild fish populations.

Charles Tyler is
Director of Research
for Biosciences at the
University of Exeter
in the UK. He leads
a world-renowned
team looking into
the endocrine
disrupting effects
of chemicals in the
aquatic environment
on resident fish
populations.
Further information:

http://biosciences.exeter.ac.uk

Contact:

C.R.Tyler@exeter.ac.uk
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The Atlantic bluefin tuna
…can reproduction in captivity bring them back from the brink?

N

ot many people get to work with wild giant Atlantic
bluefin tuna, but that’s exactly what Constantinos
« Dinos » Mylonas, of the Hellenic Center for
Marine Research, gets up to when he goes to work.
“Everyday is a new challenge, we are learning something
new about these incredible fish all the time” says the 45year old Cypriot.

Further information:
www.hcmr.gr

Contact:

mylonas@her.hcmr.gr

...Dinos also works
on other marine
fish, he was a part
of the research team
that successfully
reproduced the
wreckfish and the
greater amberjack in
captivity for the first
time.

“We came up with the idea of sending
a diver with a dart-gun into the cage
Threatened in the wild due to overfishing to feed the
in order to try a new method for
growing global demand for sushi and sashimi, the only
administering a medecine for inducing
way to maintain or increase the production of these fish,
spawning, thereby minimising contact
without threatening the wild population with extinction, is to
with and stress to the animal”. “Our
domesticate them and establish an aquaculture industry.
trials have shown that by introducing
gonadotrophin-releasing
hormone
So how will this be achieved? Mature broodstock will be
(GnRH) into the muscle of the
stimulated to produce eggs, which will be hatched in special
animal via an implant, we can induce
facilities and reared to a juvenile stage, then grown-on to market
spawning and the resulting fertilized
size in open-sea cages. “We work with a team of scientists
eggs can then be collected from the
from different Mediterranean and European countries, but also
surface of the water”. Dinos is quick
with experts in Japan, Australia and Panama. We all have a
to point out that the GnRH used is
common goal - to make it feasible to breed the Atlantic
a synthetic equivalent of a natural
Dinos collecting a blood sample fro
bluefin tuna in captivity and close the loop in farming these
hormone, controlling reproduction in
bluefin tuna, to assess its stage of repro
animals, releasing the pressure on wild stocks, and of course
all vertebrates - including humans! It is
supplying a high value product to the market”. It helps that
eliminated from the treated animal very rapidly and leaves no
there is much financial investment for a species with
residue either in the organism or in the environment,
such a high commercial value.
and is therefore not a danger to the consumer or to
the surrounding plants and animals.
So why won’t Atlantic bluefin tuna breed
YOU KNOW?
spontaneously in captivity? “For some reason DID
This year it was possible to collect more than
they are missing an essential cue, perhaps the
8 million eggs thanks to the Italian national
single year, a
c
ti
water temperature or the need to migrate, and In a
programme (ALLOTUNA), headed by Prof.
tlan
all» 100-Kg A
e
they don’t spawn”. “They’re a new aquaculture «sm
Gregorio Demetrio of the University of Bari. The
uc
od
fin tuna can pr
species, unlike salmon and trout that have been blue
larvae made it to juvenile stage, but unfortunately
eggs!
to 70 million
bred in captivity for decades”, says Dinos. up
did not survive more than 2 months after hatching,
 HCMR

Dinos Mylonas is a
key member of the
SELFDOTT (EU 7th
FP) and ALLOTUNA
(Italy) projects.

“In addition, the methods developed
to induce spawning in other cultured
fishes are impossible to employ in the
bluefin tuna, as the fish don’t deal at all
well with handling or anaesthesia.”
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“The major breakthrough came
in 2005 at the end of an EUfunded
research
programme
“REPRODOTT”, when we obtained
the first viable larvae from cultured
broodstock, after spawning induction
using the hormonal therapy that we
had developed”.
The next step is to develop rearing
protocols for the larvae and juveniles,
following in the footsteps of our
Japanese colleagues who recently
succeeded in domesticating the Asian
cousin of the Atlantic bluefin tuna, the
Pacific bluefin tuna. “In my lifetime
I hope to see the establishment of a
commercial self-sufficient Atlantic
bluefin tuna aquaculture industry,
which will produce fingerlings from
domesticated, cultured broodstock.”

Evaristo Mañanos
Sanchez
is leader of the
group “Reproductive
endocrinology of
fish and aquaculture
diversification”,
at the Institute of
Aquaculture of Torre
la Sal (IATS), within
the Spanish Council
for Scientific Research
(CSIC) in Castellón,
Spain. His main
research activities
are focussed on the
study and control
of reproduction
of Senegal sole in
captivity.

Scientific fact
The reproductive cycle of the fish is separated into two main phases,
gametogenesis and maturation, both controlled by the reproductive
hormones of the brain, pituitary gland and gonad. Although the
growth phase of reproductive development is concluded in captivity,
maturation and ovulation in females, and spermiation in males, may
require exogenous hormonal therapies.

Spawning secrets
of the Senegal sole…
“The Sole is one of the major new candidates for aquaculture in
Europe, but we have a problem in that farmed broodstock fail
to reproduce successfully. They either don’t release gametes, or
the amount released is too low, or of bad quality”. So, to date,
we still rely on wild broodstock to obtain larvae in captivity.

Further information:
www.csic.iats.es
Contact:
evaristo@iats.csic.es

“We’re working on trying to understand the hormonal regulation
of reproduction in the sole, in the hope of pinpointing the
cause of the failure of farmed broodstock to reproduce. We’re
also applying this research to a fish farm context to develop
environmental and hormone-based technologies, for the control
and stimulation of reproduction of sole in captivity”.
“We think that a major problem may be that farmed broodstock
lack the instinctive spawning behaviour and courtship of wild
individuals, an essential factor in the synchronized release
and fertilization of the gametes. We are investigating this
hypothesis through studies on the reproductive hormones
involved in sexual behaviour, or “pheromones”, and the use of
hormonal treatments for stimulation of courtship. We video the
fish in order to observe the effects of these treatments on their
amorous behaviour!”
13

 CSIC

le from a hormone-implanted Atlantic
reproductive development

although by that time the fish already
weighed 8 g - the equivalent weight of
a sea bass or sea bream after 6 months!
«We are a long way from solving the
problem on a commercial scale, but we
will get there.»

Evaristo with a mature
female sole.

Shining the light on
fish reproduction
Hervé Migaud is
a lecturer in fish
physiology within
the Genetics and
Reproduction group
at the Institute of
Aquaculture in
Stirling, Scotland.
He leads a young,
enthusiastic, team of
scientists working
on fish reproductive
physiology.
Further information:
www.aqua.stir.ac.uk

Contact:

hm7@stir.ac.uk

 Hervé Migaud/University of Stirling

Hervé with one of the
trout broodstock

A

Frenchman in Scotland, Hervé is an expert on fish
reproductive physiology and his group works closely
with the aquaculture industry to improve husbandry
practices, fish performance and welfare. “We seek to make
the industry more sustainable overall”, says Hervé. “My
main expertise is in the environmental control of maturation,
growth, development and welfare in a range of commercially
important species including salmon, trout, cod, halibut, tilapia
and catfish.”
Hervé developed an interest in fish research very early on when
as a child he was a fan of the Jacques Cousteau programs.
“I specialised on reproduction later, as it is one of the most
fascinating and crucial physiological events.” A French
expatriate, Hervé explains that Scotland has been his home
now for more than 6 years. “The opportunity to work within
the Institute of Aquaculture at Stirling has provided me with
a fantastic research environment in close proximity to the
industry, although I’ve got to admit that on a personal note the
weather could be better!”
Despite many years of research, early reproduction,
broodstock management and egg quality remain hot
topics and major bottlenecks for most cultured fish
species. Solutions for improvement exist but are usually
species specific. “Over the last 5 years we’ve been working
on numerous topics, ranging from the photoperiodic (light/
dark cycle) control of reproduction, to the molecular basis
of the melatonin and clock-gene systems, and new species
for aquaculture. We’re a dedicated close-knit team; besides
myself there are two “local lads” Drs’ Andrew Davie and John
Taylor, and numerous keen postgraduate students and foreign
visitors.”
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species including Atlantic
cod and halibut. “Early puberty is a significant economic
problem in fish farming for several species in
Europe and results in reduced growth and feed
conversion, as well as additional annual
production costs for the fish farmer.”
So how can this problem be addressed?
“There are several means to suppress
early maturation in commercial
stocks, either through selection,
photoperiodic regimes, singlesex populations or sterility,
it depends upon the species
concerned. We have been
working on lighting regimes
for cod, sterility for trout,
salmon, cod and turbot,
and monosex populations
for halibut. All this work
wouldn’t have been possible
without close collaboration
with scientists and industrial
partners from all over
Europe, Norway, Iceland
and Canada. It is really
only through such strong
transnational collaborations,
supported by key industrial players,
that such problems can be addressed and
the necessary funds can be secured.”

“One of most interesting aspects of my work involves the
circadian axis in fish, which is responsible for light perception,
entrainment and synchronisation of most functions and
pathways at the gene, cell and organ levels throughout
the body”. The circadian axis is composed of
three photosensitive tissues, the retina of the
eyes, the pineal gland and the brain.
“Interestingly, our research strongly
supports the idea that the control
of pineal activity has changed
dramatically during evolution,
in response to 500 million
years of adaptation to the
diverse
environments
inhabited by fish. Fish
can therefore provide a
range of very interesting
and diverse models for
research on biological
rhythms.” Hervé’s team
have discovered that
some fish are much
more sensitive to light
than higher vertebrates
and can detect very low
levels of illumination.
“Once
characterised,
these definitions of light
sensitivity and adaptive
photoreception allow informed
management decisions to be made to

Juvenile turbot at
Viking Fish Farms,
Argyll, Scotland

 Hervé Migaud/University of Stirling

This research has required extensive long-term studies with
great financial commitment that are only just starting to pay
off. Examples include the EU projects “CODLIGHT-TECH”,
which proved that new pilot lighting regimes significantly
reduce early maturation in cod, and “SALMOTRIP”,
which is currently funding a trial of sterile triploid salmon
in commercial conditions. Sex reversed halibut was actually
produced for the first time in the UK, thanks to a national
project funded by “SARF”.

Piling up is a
common behaviour
in this species.

ensure that appropriate lighting systems are installed, according
to the sensitivity of the species in question.”
“Collaborative research is the key to the successful development
of the aquaculture industry and I hope that we can contribute
to making this industry more sustainable and environmentally
friendly. We’re also looking ahead to a new improved image
for aquaculture in the future. Of course, we also thoroughly
enjoy what we do! There is clearly still a long way to go but no
doubt we`ll get there. ”

Scientific fact
Circadian clock
A “circadian rhythm” is a 24-hour cycle affecting the biochemical,
physiological or behavioural systems of an organism. These
rhythms are generated by external environmental factors, in
particular daylight, and allow organisms to anticipate and prepare
for precise and regular environmental changes. Indeed, there are
clear cyclical changes in, for example, hormone production and
many behavioural activities linked to this daily cycle.
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Salmon puberty and
						

sustainable farming

“M

Further information:
www.imr.no
Contact:

geir.lasse.taranger@imr.no

”Our research is so important as early sexual maturation,
or puberty, is a major problem in salmon farming, both in
terms of revenue and sustainability. If this problem is not
controlled, large losses will be experienced by the industry, as
has already occurred in the past”. Because salmon stop feeding
as they go through sexual maturation, they subsequently lose
weight, their flesh quality deteriorates and their ability to
regulate their salt / water balance is compromised. Another
important knock-on effect is on the
welfare of the farmed fish, as in the wild
sexually mature salmon return to the
river where they were born in order to
spawn in freshwaters, therefore if they
are maintained in full strength seawater
throughout the spawning season their
health can suffer.
So why do farmed salmon reach puberty
early? This could be in part due to the
fact that farmed fish usually grow faster
16
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Geir Lasse Taranger
is a fish reproduction
biology researcher
at the Institute of
Marine Research
(IMR), in Bergen,
Norway. He studies
the sexuality of the
Atlantic salmon,
the number one
commercial species
in Europe.

y fascination with fish and the
aquatic environment began
whilst I was growing up in a
small fishing community in Western Norway.
When I was a young student I worked on one
of the pioneering salmon farms there, where I
developed my interest for fish physiology and fish
farming. My work at IMR focuses on the range
of factors that can compromise the sustainability
of salmon farming, from environmental factors
and feeds to the impact on the environment and biodiversity.
We’re also looking at questions related to fish health and
welfare.”

than those in the wild. “There appears to be a strong positive
link between growth rate and the start of puberty in salmon,
but we’re nevertheless cautious about drawing conclusions as
we can’t fix a size or age at which puberty occurs, as well as
the fact that there is considerable variability between different
populations of fish.”
“We’ve been working on controlling the timing of spawning
in salmon by manipulating the “photoperiod”, using simple
light-control treatments, we’ve found that this treatment
is not only beneficial for growth, but also delays the age
at which puberty is reached. So we developed a protocol
specifically for use by farmers, in fact it’s now commonly used
throughout farms in Norway! We get a lot of positive feedback
from the farmers and a part of my job is to offer them advice”.

Unfortunately these photoperiod treatments do not always
work as expected, success rates vary between years, farms and
salmon strains. So Geir Lasse and his team have been looking
further into the light sensitivity of the Atlantic salmon, and
new photoperiod protocols and lighting regimes have been
developed and are being tested for use on fish farms based
on this knowledge. Recent research
projects have also started to address
the fundamental basis of early puberty,
that is to say the genetic and hormonal
factors involved in the timing of sexual
maturation. “Over the last few years,
I’ve been involved in a European
project called “PUBERTIMING”,
characterizing and studying the genes that
control the onset of puberty in salmon,
Atlantic salmon broodstock at IMR
how they relate to the hormonal control
of gonadal growth and development.

“I’m very hopeful for the future as fish reproductive
biology research is such a rapidly developing area, with new
molecular and biotechnological tools becoming available
that will help us to improve sustainability and welfare in
salmon farming”.
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José Antonio explains that most organisms
have developed a variety of internal
biological rhythms that follow natural
environmental cues, such as light and
temperature, allowing them to anticipate
environmental changes and to opportunely
time events such as reproduction.

In mammals and other vertebrates, this “internal clock” is
located in a part of the brain called the hypothalamus. However,
in fish it resides within another part of the brain, called the
pineal gland which, in contrast to mammals, is sensitive
to light. “The pineal gland is particular in that it secretes a
substance called melatonin, a “nocturnal” neurohormone that
transmits information to the organism, enabling it to follow
a rhythmic cycle in terms of reproduction and migration, for
example. So, in fish, photoperiod (day/night length) is the
major determining factor in the daily duration of the melatonin
signal, with temperature affecting its amplitude”.
We are well aware of the harmful effects that water pollution has
on animal and human health and welfare; however, we largely
ignore the dangers of “light pollution”, which is increasingly
becoming a problem along the European coastline, in particular
during the summer. “As a native to Cadiz, in the South West
of Spain, I can observe first-hand the effects of high intensity
illumination along this coastline, which transforms night
into day for the benefit of tourism and business”, states José
Antonio. It is well known that light at night, even at low
intensities, inhibits nocturnal melatonin secretion and
release and could disrupt the completion of rhythmic
processes, such as reproduction, development or
feeding. José Antonio is concerned that this problem
could seriously affect Mediterranean and Atlantic
marine aquaculture for species such as the sole, the sea
bass or the gilthead sea bream, which are reared near
the coast, close to urban areas.
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José Antonio with his
team
José Antonio
Muñoz-Cueto is a fish
neurobiologist at the
University of Cadiz
in Spain. He leads the
group “Functional
Neuroanatomy of
Fish” (FUNFISH)
and is particularly
interested in the
effects of light and
melatonin on fish
reproduction and
development.
Further information:

http://www.uca.es/dpto/C138

Contact:

munoz.cueto@uca.es

 David Galadi

So why aren’t triploid salmon commonly used in commercial
farming? “This is in part due to the initially variable and poor
experiences with triploid salmon, especially during the time
they pass in the sea cages. We need to continue our studies
in this area and try to establish if it is realistic to use triploid
salmon in commercial sea cage farming with the improved
knowledge and technology that is available today. We’re also
working on other possibilities for producing sterile fish”.

Light at night:
the hidden contamination

 University of Cadiz

We’ve found that there is a large genetic variability in age at
maturity both between and within salmon populations. In fact
improved knowledge on genetics has allowed salmon strains
that normally undergo maturity later to be selected for quite
successfully. However, these improvements have to some
extent been counteracted by parallel improvements in farming
conditions and salmon feeds”.
There is an alternative approach to controlling puberty in
salmon, which is the use of sterile fish in farming - the eggs
are exposed to high pressure just after fertilization, a process
called “triploidisation”. The added bonus is that the potential
problem of the genetic impact of escaped farmed salmon on
wild populations is practically eliminated – an important issue
in salmon farming.

Nightime
illuminations along
the beach in Cadiz.

www.iats.csic.es

Contact:

zanuy@iats.csic.es
carrillo@iats.csic.es

Manuel and Silvia (far left) with their team

The sexuality of
the

sea bass

M

anuel and Silvia were both
biology students at the
University of Barcelona
in the seventies, they actually met
during their last semester of term.
From different backgrounds, Manuel
originating from tropical Ecuador and
Silvia from Spain, they shared from
the very beginning a strong interest
in Mediterranean fish and their
reproductive physiology. “We were
18
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Further information:

 Edmon Hala

Silvia Zanuy and
Manuel Carrillo
are an exceptional
husband and wife
team, leading the
Fish Reproductive
Physiology
Group (GFRP),
at the Institute of
Aquaculture Torre
de la Sal (CSIC).
They are experts
in the control of
reproduction and
culture of the
European sea bass,
with more than 30
years experience; in
fact their research
group is the world
leader in this field,
having participated in
more than 23 national
and international
projects.

Sea bass

particularly motivated by the pituitary gland and the induction
of spawning in marine fish”, says Silvia. Indeed, their pioneer
work formed the basis of future successful fish culture in Spain,
at a time when only the culture of mussels formed a viable
aquaculture venture. After a fruitful post doctoral specialisation
at the Oceanic Institute and the University of Hawaii, Manuel
and Silvia returned to a rapidly evolving Spain in the second
half of the seventies, with interesting opportunities orientated
towards developing fish aquaculture. “We were offered a golden
opportunity at the then new Institute of the Spanish Council
for Scientific Research
(CSIC), entirely focusing
on marine aquaculture
research”. Now working
with a team of 10 other
scientists, they principally
study the photoperiodic
and thermal regulation of
fish puberty, developing
environmental protocols
and hormonal treatments

“There’s much investment in this area of research because
over 25% of farmed sea bass goes through puberty early
for some reason”, says Manuel. This is a problem for the fish
farmers as puberty affects the quality of the flesh, the growth
performance…the fish are also more prone to disease – all
this makes them less attractive to the consumer and of lower
market value to the farmer! Actually, this isn’t just a problem
for the sea bass, but also for other fish such as the cod and the
salmon.
Manuel explains that the dominance of male sea bass in culture
conditions is an additional hurdle, as they reach puberty a year
earlier than the females and are generally smaller in size. Farmed
sea bass populations are typically 90% male. The control of the
uneven sex ratio in cultured populations of sea bass relies upon
a better understanding of the basic mechanisms of why a fish
becomes a male or a female and the influence of genetic and
environmental factors on this sex determination.
“We know that genetic and environmental factors influence
the age of sexual maturation, with photoperiod being

one of the most
important cues in
triggering puberty
...visting salmon
and reproduction.
cages in Chile in 2001
However it is not
clear how this occurs
and how many factors
are involved. We
can however control
puberty artificially
to a certain extent,
we do this by creating continuous light conditions or by
inducing sterility by producing “triploid” fish (producing fish
with 3 chromosome sets instead of 2 – these are not
genetically modified organisms! No genes have
been added or removed; a set of chromosomes has
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to control fish reproduction, which are then transferred to the
aquaculture industry. They’re also developing biotechnological
tools for the control of the reproductive process in farmed
fish.

 Manuel Carrillo

Scientific fact

...As young PhD students

Triploidy
The production of mixed-sex triploids involves either pressure
or temperature shocking zygotes (fertilised eggs) at specific
intervals, post-fertilisation. Depending upon the fish species,
Monosex female triploid offspring may be produced by initially
administering androgen hormones to sex reverse broodstock
females into «neo-males», which are then crossed with normal
females; the resulting zygotes are then pressure or temperature
shocked in the same way to induce triploidy.
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Females are better …

 Cyril Gabbero/University of Rennes 1

when it comes to

Yann Guiguen is an
expert on fish sex
at the INRA Fish
Physiology Research
laboratory in Rennes,
France.
Further information:
http://w3.rennes.inra.fr/scribe/

Contact:

yann.guiguen@rennes.inra.fr

S

o it’s official, females are better – at least when
we’re talking about rainbow trout farming. Yann
Guiguen, of the National Institute for Agronomy
Research (INRA) in France, knows a thing or two
about controlling the sex of fish for the benefit of more
efficient farming. He works within the “fish reproduction
group” at the INRA fish physiology laboratory in Rennes,
in France, and along with his colleagues he investigates the
mechanisms determining whether a fish will be male or female.
“The control of fish sex can be useful for fish farming where
one sex is larger than the other or grows faster, reaches
puberty later, or for the production of caviar when it’s the
females that are needed”. But sex control is currently only
practiced commercially for salmonids (salmon, trout), tilapia
and hiramé. There are still many grey areas when it comes to
understanding why a fish becomes a male or a female.
“We know that for many fish species, it is genetics
(their DNA) that makes them male or female, but
for most the outside environment contains many
cues that strongly influence their gender”,
says Yann. “For example, temperature is a
very strong cue for many species”. Water
acidity, the presence of other fish
and the balance of males to
females are other influencing
factors.
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on the rainbow
s life as
trout, it’s an
important species for
French aquaculture, with 34000 tonnes
produced per year”. Funnily enough, the development of the
trout into a male or a female actually occurs after the fish has
hatched. Even stranger, in some species it may occur several
years later!
Basically we are able to produce single sex fish by
changing females into males, and then crossing these
new or “neo” males (which are genetically female
but physically male) with real females. This
gives us all-female offspring! In Europe we
use a molecule called “methyltestosterone”
to change the females into males,
which is a male sex hormone. “I
must point out that we never
treat fish that are to be sold to be
eaten”. Only those fish that breed, or

“broodstock” as they are known, are treated with this hormone,
at the end of their life they are disposed of according to some
very tight European regulations. So, in this way we can get
large female individuals, avoiding the “problem” males,
which reach sexual maturation earlier, slowing down
their growth and affecting the quality of their meat.
But we’re limited by the fact that this method does not
work for all species, it is not a case of one size
fits all! The ideal mix of dosage, timing of
treatment and method of administration really
differs between species. The reasons for this
are explained a little further in the “scientific
facts” box.

Rainbow trout

 CEH

We’re hoping for more environmentally-friendly
methods in the future, moving away from hormones and
based on environmental variables, such as temperature. These
have great potential. However, despite significant advances in
the understanding of environmental sensitivity, these methods
are not yet practicable by the fish-farming industry. We still
have a lot of work to do!

Sorting trout eggs

 Cyril Gabbero/University of Rennes 1

Scientific fact
What makes a fish male or female?
The development of a fish into a male or a female may be dependent on
many factors. In numerous species of fish, sex is determined principally
genetically. Different sex determination mechanisms co-exist, such
as the “mammalian” XX/XY or the “avian” ZZ/ZW, sometimes even
within the same fish gender. Only a few species possess morphologically
differentiated sex chromosomes. For most fish species, the differentiation
of the gonad into a testis or an ovary can be strongly influenced by
hormonal, environmental or social factors, whose modes of action are on
the whole poorly understood.
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Why marine fish

M
A molecular and
developmental
physiologist,
Joan Cerdà leads
a research group
at the Institute
of Research and
Technology in Food
and Agriculture
(IRTA), within the
Institute of Marine
Sciences, National
Institute of Scientific
Research (CSIC), in
Barcelona, Spain.
Further information:
www.irta.es
Contact:
joan.cerda@irta.cat

y interest in fish eggs developed during my PhD
studies in Spain, in the early 90’s, at the Institute of
Aquaculture Torre de la Sal (CSIC). I was fortunate
enough to spend time working in research laboratories
abroad after my PhD, in both the USA and Germany, giving
me a broader perspective and enabling me to gain a deeper
knowledge of cell and molecular biology.
“My goal is to understand how the egg is formed in fish
and how this affects development of the embryo and the
larvae”.
I established my research group back in 1999, we’re looking at
the cellular and molecular mechanisms that occur during fish
“oogenesis” (the formation of the egg). In particular we want to
know “how” and “why” marine fish eggs hydrate.

 IMR

eggs float…
Cod embryo

improve the survival of the eggs in hatchery conditions. In fact
we use the percentage of buoyant eggs as an indicator of “egg
quality” in marine hatcheries.
We have made a really important discovery in the last few
years, and that is the discovery of a new type of “aquaporins”
that only exist in fish. These are channels linking the inside
of the cell with the surrounding environment, they transport
water and other soluble matter. They are really important in
regulating egg buoyancy as they control water uptake by the
egg during maturation and hydration. This is a very exciting
discovery as it helps explain how the process of egg hydration
works, a mechanism that has remained largely a mystery for
more than 100 years. Now that we have discovered these fishspecific aquaporins, a large part of our research is focused on
understanding how they work!

For many marine fish species, such as the cod, the sea bass or
the sea bream, their eggs hydrate when they are still
in the ovary. This mechanism provides
for a water reservoir in which
My dream is to succeed in preserving marine fish eggs and
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Scientific fact

 Cyril Gabbero/University of Rennes 1

The hydration of the egg is a process during which water
enters the egg. This occurs via the aquaporin channel,
according to the osmotic gradient created by the hydrolysis
of yolk proteins and the accumulation of inorganic ions in
the egg.

Alexandra Depincé at
a micromanipulation
post, working on the
regeneration of fish by
nuclear transfer

Cryopreservation
... conserving genetic resources
She explains that cryopreservation is the freezing, cryogenic
storage and thawing of living material and that hatcheries and
aquaculture operations use this technology primarily to preserve
fish sperm. “This basically allows them greater control in
breeding programmes, flexibility in spawning dates of females
and the ability to store “good” genetic material for extended
periods”. Sperm cyropreservation is also an important means
to preserve biodiversity.
Protocols have been developed for sperm cryopreservation
for between 50-200 fish species, both freshwater and marine.
Oocytes and whole embryos however are still refractory to
cryopreservation. “The freezing of diploid cells, such as fin
cells, isolated embryonic cells and gonad cells, also works quite
well” says Catherine. “However, this is only really practical for
very valuable species, or in order to protect the genetic material
in case of a disease outbreak”. The bottleneck is not the knowhow for the freezing of these cells, this has been mastered on
the whole, but the biotechnology needed to regenerate the fish
from these cells; Catherine’s team are currently focusing their
efforts on this.
“One day I hope
that we will make
the breakthrough
in mastering how
to reliably ‘bring
back to life’ all the
genetic material
that can be stored
in the deep freeze,
both for the benefit
of those species
in danger in the
wild and also to
support the genetic
improvement of
farmed fish”.

Catherine Labbé
leads the cryobiology
team at the INRA fish
physiology laboratory
in Rennes, France.
Further information:

http://w3.rennes.inra.fr/scribe/

Contact:

catherine.labbe@rennes.inra.fr

Catherine is
showing how to
cryopreserve isolated
embryonic cells in a
programmable freezer.

 Cyril Gabbero/University of Rennes 1

to preserve the cells during freezing (“cryopreservants”). So
we’re trying to develop new aquaporin-based technologies for
cryopreservation, we may be close to finding the missing piece
in the puzzle! This would be extremely useful for aquaculture,
allowing for the conservation of selected or endangered species,
and enormously facilitating genetic breeding programmes.
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Siberian sturgeon:

Patrick Williot is
an independent
“sturgeon”
consultant,
providing
his expertise
in sturgeon
aquaculture and
conservation
biology. Previously
he worked at
Cemagref (the
French Agricultural
and Environmental
Research Institute)
for over 35 years.
Contact:

williot.patrick@neuf.fr

Patrick checking the
maturation stage of
a Siberian sturgeon,
with colleague
Marcel Pelard

the
a success story

“S

turgeon is part of my culture, my mother’s side of
the family are from the Gironde basin where the
European sturgeon was traditionally exploited”,
says Patrick.
So why is Patrick so passionate about the sturgeon?
“It’s a mythical fish, it actually evolved around 200 million
years ago”. Unfortunately, due to overfishing to satisfy the
demands of prestigious caviar houses in cities like Moscow,
Paris, New York, Berlin, Tokyo, Zurich and Rome and
degradation of its natural environment, most of the 26
sturgeon species are in danger in the wild.
Patrick explains what we currently know about the life of the
Siberian sturgeon. “It spends its whole life in freshwater, but
nevertheless undergoes long migrations”. A few individuals
were brought to France during the 70’s and 80’s, the idea was
to use them to gain experience, in order develop techniques
to save the endangered European Atlantic Sturgeon (Acipenser
sturio Linneaus). The European species has been threatened
with extinction since the beginning
of the 20th century, only since 1982
has it been granted protected status in
France. The control of reproduction
of the Siberian sturgeon in captivity
became a major goal for the research
teams concerned, the interest doubling
when it was realised that this species
grew rapidly in captivity – indeed it is
now routinely farmed for its caviar in
France and elsewhere.
24

However, it was not simple
to get the Siberian sturgeon
to reproduce in captivity. In
the wild, sexual
maturity is late,
ovulation
does
not occur every
year and to top it off, the
males and females are very difficult to distinguish! “We
really didn’t know what the optimal farming conditions should
be for this species”. Collection of eggs from the female is not
easy either, as the form of this large animal makes it difficult to
massage the eggs out; the best option is surgical intervention.
From early on the Russians were using sturgeon hormones
to induce maturation and ovulation in females and sperm
production in the males, but these hormones were not available
in the west….so how did you succeed in getting these animals
to reproduce? “Well, we were numerous scientists working on
this problem and thanks to our combined efforts we now pretty
much understand how this species reproduces.” Basically, we
know the fish must go through a period of low temperature, in
winter, before spawning can occur the following spring, this
is called “vernalisation.” We are also now aware that most
Siberian sturgeon female reproduces only every other year.”
“We have developed a test that has allowed us to improve the
success rate of spawning following hormone injection, in fact
it enables us to identify the best females for the broodstock
programme by assessing the ability of their eggs to mature invitro (i.e. outside of the fish, in a petri-dish). We discovered

 Rüdiger Schulz

that in actual fact we didn’t need to use sturgeon hormones,
other types of hormone, such as those from the carp, and the
neuroendocrine hormones of the sturgeon, similar to that of
mammals, would work just as well”.
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All the knowledge gained on the breeding of the Siberian sturgeon has been a major contributor to the recent success of
artificial reproduction of farmed specimens of our native species, the European Atlantic sturgeon.

Common carp eggs
My research interests concern the physiology of fish
gametes and gonads, as well as developing protocols for the
cryopreservation of fish
sperm. I work on diverse
array of freshwater
fish
species,
from
chondrostean (sturgeon)
species such as the sterlet
and Siberian sturgeons,
to teleosts such as
common carp and the
Northern pike.

I have been recently interested in understanding in details
the mechanisms of sperm maturation, motility and acrosome
reaction at molecular and cellular levels as well as the effects
of cryopreservation. Endocrine disruptor chemicals that affect
testicular functions are another ongoing research activity in my
laboratory. I have developed artificial reproduction of common
carp, tench and catfish in the Cezch Republic, and these findings
are commonly used by aquaculturists. At present, my team is
working on Northern pike, sturgeons and common barbel.
Results of my team provide practical advice to fish farms,
helping them to improve the success of their captive breeding
programmes.
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Otomar Linhart
is a specialist
on broodstock
management and
spawning control
of freshwater fish.
He works at the
University of South
Bohemia in Česke
Budějovice, within
the Research Institute
of Fish Culture and
Hydrobiology, in the
Czech Republic.
Further information:
www.vurh.jcu.cz
Contact:
sekretar@vurh.jcu.cz

 David Doubilet/Undersea Images Inc, New york

The elusive

European silver eels
in swimming tunnels
in Leiden University
with Guido van den
Thillart

Guido van den
Thillart is an expert
in eel reproduction
and migration;
he leads the eel
research group at the
University of Leiden
(Netherlands) and
has devoted the last
10 years of his life
to the study of this
fascinating animal.
Further information:
http://www.fishbiology.net

Contact:

g.van.den.thillart@biology.
leidenuniv.nl

European eel

G

uido knows all there is to know about the life of
the European eel, which in the 21st century still
remains a highly elusive species. “Despite years
of research there are still significant ‘grey areas’ in the
life cycle of the eel. We know that they spend their adult
life largely in freshwater, having drifted to the coasts as
larvae with the Gulf stream over 1-2 years, and that they
undertake a great return migration of around 6,000-km
to their spawning grounds in the Sargasso Sea when they
reach 10-20 years of age. However, what
happens in the ocean depths during this
migration still remains a mystery.”
To this day nobody has ever
actually observed an adult
female full of eggs in the
wild or seen eels spawning,
but guess work tells us that
they spawn in the Sargasso
Sea, as this is where the
smallest larvae have been
found.
Guido’s interest in eels
was first sparked when he
was wondering how the
eels got across the Atlantic
Ocean.
“What
really
fascinates me is how the eel
has evolved and adapted to
its long journey and how this
relates to the strong suppression
of sexual maturation. I’m currently
involved in eel reproduction and
migration projects, working closely with
teams in Europe, USA and Japan.” Guido has
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produced over 130 scientific papers and this year a book on eel
migration.
“What triggers the European eel to mature and to breed is
still a matter for intensive investigation. It is likely that the
eels descend into the depths of the ocean – at least for a few
hundred meters - as soon as they leave the coast and that the
development of the sexual organs is triggered during or after
their journey to the Sargasso Sea. Pressure, swimming and
temperature are already shown to stimulate the
production of sexual hormones. At this time
we can’t precisely pin-point the cues for
the ideal conditions for reproduction
in captivity. We think that puberty
is induced by a combination of
internal and environmental
factors, related to the
migration phase and arrival
at the spawning ground. At
the institute of Biology in
Leiden we try to stimulate
the conditions preceding
spawning in the eel’s
natural
environment,
like taking them on a
long swim! We haven’t
yet managed to trigger
reproduction using purely
environmental
stimuli,
although we have just recently
shown that male silver eels fully
mature after 3 months swimming.”
Currently we can induce the female eels
to spawn using pituitary hormones, and the

Research team collaborators: Erik Burgerhout, Bas Brittijn,
Toke Egberts with 17-year old silver eel

… saving Nemo!
Oliana Carnevali is at the forefront of
preserving marine species targeted
by the lucrative aquarium trade.
Along with dedicated colleagues,
Oliana has founded a company, “Oce.
AN”, specialising in developing
breeding and rearing protocols for
coral reef fish, invertebrates and
crustaceans. Their company has so
far produced protocols for several
species of anemone fishes (“Nemo”
fish), as well as for seahorses, much prized by aquarists. They
also provide technical support and training to the personnel
of
interested
companies.
So why the interest
and
investment
in
breeding
aquarium
fish?
“The ornamental
fish sector is an
important
part
Clown fish
of international
trade,
fisheries,
aquaculture and socio-economic development. With the
decline in capture fisheries, people are looking for other
ways of harnessing aquatic biodiversity. One useful option is
the sustainable culture of ornamental fishes. Our company is
only concerned with commercially-viable marine
species, for the aquarium trade”. The reared
species are amongst those most in demand by the
international market and their natural populations
are thus subject to great pressure. We’re also
developing some breeding and rearing protocols
to cultivate endangered species.
 univpm

 Guido van den Thillart

Sadly, as a consequence of this lack of understanding of the
reproductive cycle of the European eel, production for food
consumption is completely
reliant on wild catches of glass
eels. This places considerable
pressure on the natural wild
glass eel stock throughout
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Captive breeding of marine aquarium fish
Oliana Carnevali
is a scientist at
the Department of
Marine Sciences
at the Università
Politechnica delle
Marche, in Ancona,
Italy.
Further information:
www.dismar.univpm.it

Contact:

o.carnevali@univpm.it

 Bernard Garrigues

males to produce sperm by using hCG (human chorionic
gonadotropin). However, the fertilised eggs have rather low
survival rates, only a small number of larvae can be kept alive
for few days. This will most likely improve in the near future
using hormone producing fish cells, a technique developed with
Herman Spaink. With this novel method resulting in constant
hormone levels, we expect that in the next 5-10 years we’ll
decipher the ideal conditions that the European eel needs to
spawn successfully in captivity.
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Banggai Cardinal fish

Stress affects reproduction

http://www.ceh.
ac.uk/StaffWebPages/
TomPottinger.html

Contact:

tgp@ceh.ac.uk

In the aquaculture environment fish may develop stress-related
problems. One of the reasons for this is that, in comparison to
other farmed animals like sheep, pigs and cattle, most farmed
fish species are essentially undomesticated (although one
exception to this generalisation may be the carp which has
been farmed for millennia). Consequently, farmed fish may
“over react” to events that are in actual fact harmless, as if
they were a potential threat. When you consider the husbandry
practices that are a necessary part of large-scale fish production
it’s clear that the farm
environment can be a
potentially stressful
one for fish. Fish
can be confronted
with all sorts of
physical, chemical
and social stressors,
such as handling,
grading, transport
and
veterinary
treatment, as well
as possible longerterm deteriorations
in water quality and
overstocking. While
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 CEH

Further information:

W

hen an animal is faced by something that is
potentially life-threatening, a “stress” response
will be triggered. That is to say, rapid hormonal,
respiratory, metabolic and behavioural changes will take place
that increase the chances of the animal surviving the threat.
This response is common to all vertebrates in their natural
environment, including fish.

 CEH

Tom Pottinger is a fish
ecophysiologist at the
Centre for Ecology
and Hydrology (CEH)
in Lancaster, UK. His
research focuses on
understanding how
fish cope with, and
respond to, adverse
alterations in their
environment.

Removing eggs for artificial fertilisation

for the most part not damaging in themselves, the inappropriate
activation of the stress response that results from exposure to
frequent or intermittent disturbance can result in a decline in the
growth and condition of fish, and an increase in the frequency
of disease outbreaks.
It is true that a vigilant farmer would quickly become aware
of such problems and take steps to eliminate or reduce the
source of the problems. However, more subtle adverse effects
of stress can occur, and these may not be so easily detected. In
particular, the reproductive system is a sensitive target for
stress-induced changes. In functional terms, considering that
the purpose of the stress response is to enhance the chances
of survival during challenging events, this makes sense.
Under duress, the fish’s chances of survival will be enhanced
if all non-essential activities are shut down and resources reallocated appropriately.

 CEH

So what does this mean? It means that the reproductive
performance of a farmed fish can be significantly affected if
it is exposed to continuous, or repeated short-term, stressors
during the reproductive period. We know that exposure to
stressful factors can delay ovulation and reduce egg size in
female trout and reduce sperm count in males, it can reduce
the size and survival of offspring, increase developmental
abnormalities and cause resorption of the eggs in the ovary.
In fact, what’s happening is that the presence of cortisol,
otherwise known as the “stress hormone”, reduces the levels
of sex hormones (estrogens and androgens) and key pituitary
hormones (gonadotrophins) in male and female fish, this has
knock-on effects on the building-blocks of reproduction.
What can be done to ensure that the performance of valuable
broodstock is not impaired by stress? Clearly, welfare is of

Sorting fish

paramount importance, and broodstock should be held in
optimal environments with as little disturbance as possible.
Some attention should be paid to the behavioural characteristics
of the species to ensure that social stress is not inadvertently a
factor - for example by not holding fish at too high or too low
a density, or inappropriately as single or mixed sex groups. In
the longer term research initiatives, such as the EU-funded
AQUAFIRST programme, are underway to develop lines of
fish that are more tolerant of the aquaculture environment.
This will be achieved by exploiting selective breeding strategies
to reduce stress responsiveness. This strategy will in effect
accelerate the domestication of these valuable resources and
lead to improved productivity coupled with a positive welfare
outcome.
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 Cyril Gabbero/University of Rennes 1

Fish research is also good for

Jean-Jacques working
in the lab on fish
spermatogenesis to
solve human male
infertility problems
Jean-Jacques Lareyre
is a researcher
within the Fish
Reproduction Group
at the INRA Fish
Physiology Research
Laboratory, in
Rennes, France.

F

ish are a very special group, their evolutionary history is
original and complex, some are considered as ancestors
to mammals, whereas others have evolved in parallel
and after the radiation of the mammalian species. This makes
fish valuable animal models, and they are commonly used in
fundamental and biomedical research in order to understand
the mechanisms that triggered the evolution of the vertebrate
genome or to uncover the causes of human genetic diseases.
Fish were initially considered as pertinent laboratory animal
models in the context of toxicological and ecotoxicological

 Cyril Gabbero/University of Rennes 1

http://w3.rennes.inra.fr/scribe/
jean-jacques.lareyre@rennes.
inra.fr

Microinjection of a Zebrafish embryo

studies, as they constitute a low cost alternative to the use of
mammalian models such as the mouse.

Further information:
Contact:

 INRA/Gautier - Lareyre

human health!

Pierre-Yves Rescan observes fluorescent fish in order to understand gene
function
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The usefulness of fish as models for human health studies is due
to the considerable number and diversity of species, in terms of
genome size, lifespan, fertility etc. This allows investigations
to cover a wide range of genetic and physiological features,
as may be found in a large sample of the human population.
It is actually possible to mimic various human geneticallycaused diseases, by producing fish with “missing” genes or
“mutagenesis” - this has allowed for the discovery of genes
causing some types of cancer and reproductive disorders.
Naturally occurring or engineered fish mutants are now being
used by the pharmaceutical industry for the screening of new
drugs.

Fish genetics: selecting the best
Amongst other projects, Hervé leads the European project
“Aquabreeding”, promoting active involvement of the European
aquaculture industry in selective breeding programmes.
“Through Aquabreeding we have had a strong response from
stakeholders active in the fields of fish breeding, reproduction
and genomics and we have launched a “networking” initiative.
This networking will allow us to understand the industry’s
needs and to ensure subsequent research programmes are
coordinated and consistent with their requirements”.
Hervé is quick to add that selective breeding of fish represents
only a small part of the economy within European aquaculture,
but that it is rapidly developing in terms of both new species
and countries concerned. “Know-how in selective breeding
provides the aquaculture industry with a sound practical solution

to the current challenges
facing them. It deals with the
core-business of the hatchery
sector, assuring the delivery
of genetically-selected fry,
which are adapted to both
the production systems and
to the consumer’s needs”.
The breeding sector is highly
dependent
on
research
findings, and in turn on
adequately trained industry
personnel to put these new
ideas into action.

Hervé Chavanne is a
fish genetics expert
at the Spallanzani
Institute in Italy.
Further information:
www.
istitutospallanzani.it
Contact:
herve.chavanne@
istitutospallanzani.it

Spotlight on…Genomics
What is genomics? The study of fish genetic codes through
sequencing of their DNA, allowing the development of
technologies that link genotype (genetic make-up) to
phenotype
(physical
characteristics).
How does it work? These
technologies are at the
heart of the development
of faster and more
reliable procedures of
selective breeding. For
example, by associating
chromosomal
regions
(or even genes in
chromosomes) to a
particular trait, such as
early spawning, it will be

possible to identify individuals with the phenotype for that trait
and design balanced crosses to breed those individuals carrying
the trait.
Why is it useful? Several traits can be selected simultaneously,
therefore “designing” strains of fish with desirable
characteristics much faster than through basic genetics which
requires many generations.
So what’s being done within Europe? Notably, the Aquafirst
Specific Targeted Project is looking at combined genetic and
functional genomic approaches for stress and disease resistance
marker-assisted selection in fish and shellfish, and the Marine
Genomics Europe Network of Excellence is working towards
the implementation of high-throughput genomic approaches
to investigate the functioning of marine ecosystems and the
biology of marine organisms.
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Adelino Canario
is Professor of
Physiology at the
Centre of Marine
Sciences at the
University of Algarve,
Faro, in Portugal
Further information:
www.ccmar.ualg.pt

Contact:

acanario@ualg.pt
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S

cience has a particular language all of its own. Scientists
work very hard to find solutions to breeding fish in
captivity. But is anyone aware of what they are doing?
Can anyone outside of their field understand the articles that
they write? If only we could all understand this language, we
would see why research is so important to fish breeding.
Within Europe there are many different groups of scientists
working on this subject. Some of them are funded by the
European Union, including projects such as Pubertiming,
Probass, Cryocyte, Percatech, Luciopercimprove, Eelrep,
Lucioperca and Repro-dott. You can find more information on
the CORDIS website (http://cordis.europa.eu/).

Blinded by

Science

So WHY are they doing this research?
What is the goal?

“We would like to know what determines
spawning and puberty for better management of our
broodstock”
“It would also be very useful to understand how to
produce gametes of a consistent quality and quantity
to demand”
“If we really understood fish well-being, stress and
immunity, we might be able to improve reproductive
success”
“The development of biotechnological tools would
allow for genetic improvement of stocks, control of
the sexual cycle, vaccine development, storage of
gametes, and numerous other benefits…”
Have these scientists ever been to a real fish farm or discussed
with fish farmers what they need?
They would like to have a closer relationship with the farmers,
but don’t know how to pull down the barriers. It’s all about
building trust.
The reprofish project has sought to address these problems, in
bringing together fish reproduction scientists and fish breeding
experts from around the world and creating a forum for
discussion and exchange with fish hatchery managers.
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Being a

scientist,

 Rüdiger Schulz

by Rüdiger Schulz
Born and raised in
Germany, Rüdiger is
currently Associate
Professor within
the Endocrinology
& Metabolism
department of
Utrecht University
in The Netherlands,
whilst also holding
an adjunct Research
Professorship in
the research group
“Reproduction and
Growth of Fish” at
the Institute of Marine
Research in Bergen,
Norway.

So where did your interest in research
begin?

“H

ormones and growth factors have fascinated me
since my student days because of their broad
array of biological actions, in particular with
regards to the physiology of reproduction, which is one of the
major driving forces in biology”. These signalling molecules
communicate between individuals and organ systems and
regulate the fundamental life processes on the cellular and
molecular levels.

 Rüdiger Schulz

Further information:
www.bio.uu.nl/
endocrinology
Contact:
R.W.Schulz@uu.nl

What is the initial basis of your research?

Male reproduction was the main theme, using mostly fish
as experimental model systems. Aspects covered included
hormone production, hormone release, and characterisation of
hormone effects on target tissues.

Is your research applied to real problems?
The work based in Utrecht is mainly fundamental research,
concentrating on the endocrine regulation of spermatogenesis,
or the production of sperm, using zebrafish as the experimental
model – but in fact very relevant to fish farming, where early
male puberty and the precocious start of spermatogenesis is
a significant problem to the sustainability of the aquaculture
industry. Hence my connection to the Institute of Marine
research in Norway with projects on Atlantic salmon and cod;
techniques and results developed during work on zebrafish
is of direct use for tackling research questions in salmon and
cod. Our current work is also closely tied with ecotoxicology,
as it is now widely accepted that hormones and hormone-like
substances in surface water bodies can have adverse effects
on spermatogenesis in fish, and fish can in turn be used as
“sentinels” with regards to changes in human reproductive
health.
Rüdiger and Norwegian colleague Geir Lasse Tarranger on the island of
Austevoll, Norway. Here cod are kept in light-tight tanks for a photoperiod
trial to suppress early male maturation.
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How do you make your research available
to fish farmers?

 Rüdiger Schulz

Mainly via my affiliation with the Institute of Marine Research
in Norway, I collaborate intensely with scientists, such as
Geir-Lasse Taranger and Eva Andersson who are more closely
linked to the salmon and cod farming industry, so I have first
hand access to the farms and via my Norwegian colleagues
I can discuss current production problems with the farmers.
Also, during the Reprofish project we organised several very
successful sessions and events, one of which brought scientists
in direct contact with fish hatchery managers, a lively and very
constructive debate took place, which we hope will directly
influence the orientation of future research programmes. This
event certainly gave us a much clearer insight into what is
needed, and also what research is potentially redundant.

Rüdiger at his zebrafish facility in Utrecht

Section from an adult zebrafish testicle

Yes, in fact “internationalisation” is
an important aspect of my work. A
collaboration network with scientists in
different countries is an essential basis for
international research projects and for the
recruitment of PhD students and post-docs.
These international activities have also
provided me with membership to various
scientific advisory boards within European
research organisations, activities that
provide an insight into different research
strategies and decision-making processes.

PhD student
Marcelo de CastroLeal prepares a
zebrafish testis tissue
culture experiment

 Rüdiger Schulz

 Rüdiger Schulz

Do you communicate with other scientists
around the world?
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Fish farmers run a business
vincent Murgat runs a trout farm and hatchery, with his brother Laurent, in the French
Alps. He agreed to talk to us about his relationship with scientists and how he sees that
scientific research could improve his business.

“W

 Gauthier Fleuri

Tell us about your farm…

Charles Murgat,
founder of the family
business in 1898.
Further information:
www.charlesmurgat.com

Contact:

lesfontaines@charlesmurgat.com

e’re a family business, actually, we’re the
longest existing trout farm in France! My
great grandfather, Charles, founded the farm
back in 1898, on the natural spring water source of the Oron
at Beaufort. There are eighteen of us working on the farm,
our staff have a very broad expertise, due to the diversity of
our activities. In fact we cover the whole lifecycle of four
different strains of trout – the rainbow trout, brown trout,
brook trout and the Artic charr. We produce and market
everything from the “egg” to the adult broodstock, up to 600
tonnes a year!”

Does a fish farmer require scientific
expertise?

“I would say that fish farming is far harder than land-based
agriculture, in that the farmer must master the aquatic
environment, which is more difficult to control and understand.
A fish farmer must also often have a very wide expertise,
from breeding the fish, to processing the final
product. This means that fish farmers require
more specialised training than land-based
farmers, depending of course on what they
seek to do within their operation and if they
complete the whole chain from breeding
to processing.”
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Are fish farmers wary of scientists?

“It is true that fish farmers are a little wary of scientists. We may
ask the question as to the utility of certain research programmes,
which may demand from us an investment of time and money.
You see the major difference between the way of thinking of
a scientist and a fish farmer is that the fish farmer has much
difficulty in formulating his long-term needs, because he does
not necessarily know what he will need in the long term. On the
other hand, a scientist is obliged to think long term and to keep
an eye on developments, always thinking about where next
to orientate their research, it is essential that they anticipate
all the time. Fish farmers do not anticipate in the same way,
they are concerned with the evolution of markets and raw
materials, but less aware of, for example, the long-term effects
of
pesticides
in the water on the fertility of
their fish
– something that scientists may
well
be
preoccupied with.”

Do you actively work with scientists, how
does this benefit your business?

Juvenile trout

 Gauthier Fleuri

View of the Murgat fish farm

An example of where collaboration with scientists really helped
us was when we were having problems with the hatching of
brown trout eggs. Because we had spoken with people from
SYSAAF (the union for genetic selection in aquaculture), they
were aware that other farms were having the same problems,
so all the farmers took the initiative of contacting farmers
that they knew already and we soon realised that the problem
was Europe-wide. As a consequence, INRA decided to lead a
study to try to discover what the problem was. Without this
network of communication we would never have realised that
a lot of other farms had the same problem, because fish farmers
do not voluntarily announce to others that they are having
problems”.

What are your reservations in collaborating
with scientists?

Well, there is nevertheless a negative side to collaboration
with scientists! There are about 100 researchers working
on the trout in France, but they nearly all have a
tendency to work on the fundamentals and not on
the practical aspects. A scientist is recognised and
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actively seeks this information, but it is not obvious
or readily available to the non-scientist. Also scientific
publications are always in English – not very accessible
to farmers in non-English speaking countries!
Smoked trout fillets

 Gauthier Fleuri

However, the big problem that we have in participating in such
programmes is the question of time and money.

 INRA

“I find it very interesting to collaborate with
scientists, also my staff are always very willing
to be involved in scientific research, it is very
satisfying for them to share their expertise.
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Dialogue is sometimes difficult...


We are perhaps confused




We have our own fixed ideas and agendas
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Sometimes we don’t speak the same language

We might not want others to take our valuable ideas!
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 HCMR

 INRA

 Cyril Gabbero/University of Rennes 1

 INRA/Choubert G.

Reprofish came to the rescue...
Discussion with Olivier Kah
that we needed to do it. All this wouldn’t have been possible
otherwise. What we wanted to achieve were 4 main objectives;
to write a “special review” covering all the ground-breaking
news on fish reproduction; to produce a website summarising a
lot of this information and making it widely accessible; to bring
together fish farmers and scientists at a special workshop; and
to deliver a report to the European Commission, advising them
on what research we feel needs further support in the future. We
also wanted to be able to coordinate with knowledge transfer
structures and technology platforms in order to disseminate
information more widely.

 Cyril Gabbero/University of Rennes 1

Olivier Kah is leader
of the Reprofish
project and tells us
how the project came
about.

Are you satisfied with how things have
turned out?

What gave you the idea to set up the
Reprofish project?

The idea came from discussions during the final meeting of a
previous European project called “PUBERTIMING”; we were
all looking for a way to continue collaborating and networking.
At about the same time, the Commission came up with a new
type of project called a “Specific Support Action.” We thought
that it would be an excellent idea to do something about the
fact that information on fish reproduction is so dispersed, and
difficult to access, if you are not a scientist. So why not create
something that would bring together all this information?

It’s not always easy to manage a European project, with widely
dispersed partners and work agendas, but, people have been
highly responsive. Altogether, it has been a very rich experience
and we have achieved what we set out to do in a limited space
of time, and more!

How did you imagine that you would
achieve this ambitious goal?

Thanks to the European Union 6th Framework Programme, we
were able to put the project together and obtain the finance
40

The reprofish working group (Rennes, June 2007)

www.reprofish.eu
An international website dedicated to fish reproduction
Launched in autumn 2007, this website has something for
everyone with an interest in fish…
You’re a fish farmer? Stay informed on issues such as current
legislation; consult technical factsheets on broodstock
management good practice (production cycle, spawning and
gamete quality) or the control of fish sex and puberty; find an
expert for scientific advice.
You’re a student or a scientist? Access a reliable and pertinent
source of information on fish reproduction physiology:
neuroendocrine regulation, sexual differentiation, production of
high quality gametes, innovative reproduction biotechnology….
find out about the different species of farmed or laboratory
model fish and their strategies of reproduction; obtain a contact
in a research laboratory implicated in a particular aspect of
reproductive fish biology.
You’re a consumer? Educate yourself about fish farming
systems and product quality, or the impact of fish farming on
society, the environment and biodiversity.

Reprofish poster
and newsletters
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Advertising Reprofish
Aquaculture Europe - Vol. 32 (3) Sept. 2007
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Bringing together fishbreeders and scientists
at the

Reprofish-Aquabreeding workshop was a success!

“Thank you very much for organizing a very interesting meeting”. (Bjorn Myrseth Marine Farms ASA, Norway).

“I would like to congratulate for the excellent work that you did there”.
(Manuel Carrillo, CSIC, Spain).

“I would like to thank you and the organisers for an
excellent meeting”.
(Richard Prickett, Marine Farm Technology Ltd, UK)

“I wish to congratulate you on organizing this joint meeting of the Reprofish and Aquabreeding programmes. Your efforts at leading
the individual programmes are…enlightened, but putting the two together was really brilliant, in my opinion. I believe that for the
reproduction people it was important to know what is going on in the breeding sector and to get a better look at how our work can be
applied to enhance the ability of the breeding companies to be effective and efficient. And for the breeding and hatchery sector, it seems
that there is alot that can be improved in their broodstock management, and the information provided in the meeting will be very useful”.
(Constantinos Mylonas, HCMR, Crete).

“Yes, the Paris meeting was very good”
(Francesc0 Piferrer, CSIC, Spain).

“Thank you for the nice hospitality during the Paris meeting”.
(Otomar Linhart, University of South Bohemia, Czech Republic)

“I have an excellent recollection of the welcome,
organisation and quality of discussions during
this workshop, thank you”
(Christian Fauvel, Ifremer, France).

“Congratulations to all the team for an
excellent meeting. Everything was perfect!”
(Yves Harache, EAS, France).
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The European Aquaculture Society’s point of view

T

Former researcher at
Ifremer and director
of IFREMER
Aquaculture
Department (19962002) Yves Harache
dedicated his life
to resarch on the
biology of various
aquaculture species,
including salmon
and trouts, marine
fish and shrimps. He
retired in 2008 but
acts as presidentelect of the European
Aquaculture Society
(president 20102012). He is thus
at the forefront
of exchanges of
information between
the scientific
community and all
stakeholders groups,
aiming to promote
a sustainable
aquaculture activity
in European waters»
Contact:

harache.aqua@orange.fr

he understanding and control of the reproduction of
plants and surrounding animals has been the key to
the domestication of species, which allowed mankind
to adopt a sedentary mode of living, 12000 years ago. Simple
observation of animal behaviour was sometimes enough to create the
conditions of natural reproduction when adults could be kept and fed
in captive enclosures. Between 9500 and 6500 BC, goat, hog, sheep,
cattle, -all mammals and terrestrial species- had been “domesticated”,
progressively followed by donkey, dromedary and camel, lama, horse,
water buffalo and jungle fowl. The difficulty of underwater observation
made the access to fish reproduction much more difficult, and only
freshwater tilapias and carps had been successfully self-reproducing
in ponds after 1500-1000 BC in Egypt and China. The first artificial
insemination of a freshwater fish, the trout, was perfomed in Europe
only in 1750, followed in 1865 by that of the first wild marine fish
(turbot in Concarneau, France, 1865). An additional century was
necessary to achieve some kind of “domestication” in full captivity
of several marine species of seabream, seabass, hirame and turbot in
Japan and Europe, thereby providing regular access to juveniles.
Besides “empirical” understanding and man partially controlled or
assisted reproduction, real research on the reproduction of aquatic
animals has thus started much later than for mammals and birds,
which had allowed an early development of agricultural practices.
Though excellent basic research on fish reproduction was developed,
especially in Europe over the last century, it
remained
often trapped in “sanctuaries of excellence” with
high
quality research scientists but often with limited
contacts with the ‘outside’ world. In parallel,
pragmatic initiatives from non scientific actors,
led to the development of trout farming
in the second half of the 20th century,
with limited links to research. But
while Aquaculture developed in
Europe, both in fresh and seawater,
the strengthening of links between
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research and users appeared absolutely necessary. New findings from
research found applications, motivating a growing interest of a larger
number of aquaculturists, and of other societal usages extending to
natural resources management, species conservation (i.e sturgeon,
eel), environment and consumer protection.
The active promotion and funding by E.U, stimulated the emergence
of new teams all over Europe, generating a new wave of research
results. The necessity of continuously filling the ‘gap’ between
science and societal users enlighted the importance of scientific
information sharing (academic and practical, downwstream from
research and upstream from industry), as enlighted by the European
program “AquaFlow” in 1998, coordinated by EAS, which sought to
simplify, summarise, translate and disseminate the results of European
aquaculture research,
Reprofish has been one of the lastest fruits of this “evolution tree”.
I wish to salute the excellence of its results, the outstanding quality
and efficiency of the site created with very well organized liks, and
of the sharp interest of meetings held, including a very successful
special session of our latest annual EAS “Aquaculture Europe 2008”
meeting in Krakow (Poland) managed by Reprofish. The final meeting
of Reprofish and Aquabreeding in October 2008, was remarkable by
the quality of presentations, and the active and pertinent participation
to the debates from industry members and deciders. The principle of
this brochure, aiming at diffusing the spirit and global approach
to a larger public is a very well adapted final dot.
EAS will do its best to promote and disseminate
the results. Reprofish members will be welcome to
use the forums of science and business offered by
Aquaculture Europe conferences, and the columns
of our quarterly Aquaculture Europe are wide
open.

Message from
the European Commission

the aforementioned Research Framework Programme, along with the Cohesion
policy which is funded through the Structural Funds and Cohesion Fund; and
the Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme.

T

The European aquaculture sector is one of the many important socio-economic
sectors covered by the framework programme. It has a high potential for
innovation and technological development and is supported by a very active and
productive research community (driven by public and industrial stakeholders).
The European Union supports an integrated approach for aquaculture research
aiming at filling the gaps in knowledge, building capacities and critical mass
for research, supporting the industry and promoting international cooperation
based on the principle of mutual interest and benefit. The EU actions in this
field intend to maximise synergies between Member States and Community
efforts, to improve the dialogue between the scientific community, industry,
policy makers and relevant stakeholders, to stimulate public and private
investment in research technological development and innovation (RTDI) and
to promote knowledge transfer and innovation.

he idea of uniting Europe has always been a dream in the minds of
philosophers and visionaries. Victor Hugo, for example, imagined a
peaceful ‘United States of Europe’ inspired by humanistic ideals. The
dream was shattered by the terrible wars that ravaged the continent during the
first half of the 20th century. These events however inspired the instigation
of a genuine political solution to our divisions. The European Union (EU)
was created to establish and guarantee long-lasting peace between its member
states and its neighbours. Fifty years of European integration have shown
that the EU has much more economic, social, technological, commercial and
political weight as a whole, than if its member states act individually. The old
saying ‘unity is strength’ is as relevant as ever to today’s Europeans, while at
the same time the EU uses its diversity as one of its key values.
Science has always been one of the most suitable fields to achieve this
integration, mainly because cooperation is a key for achieving breakthroughs
in knowledge and for transforming this into scientific advice, innovation,
economic growth and general improvement of the quality of our lives. In
this respect, research and technological development are not only two of the
cornerstones of the political integration between EU member states, but they
also constitute a bridge between Europe and the rest of the world through the
promotion of cooperation and partnership with third countries worldwide.
However, European research suffers from insufficient funding, lack of an
environment to stimulate research and exploit results, as well as the fragmented
nature of activities and the dispersal of resources. It is the main objective of the
developing European Research Area (ERA) to tackle these shortcomings and
unlock the potential of research and innovation in Europe.
The EU’s involvement in research goes back almost half a century. However,
in the 1980s the EU took on a broader responsibility for stimulating and
coordinating scientific research in its member states. To carry out this task,
the EU set up a series of ‘framework programmes’ (FPs) which reflect the
constantly changing nature of scientific and technological research and the
Union’s evolving priorities. The first framework programme covered the
period 1984–87. The current one, the seventh, runs from 2007 until 2013 with
an overall budget that exceeds 50 billion Euros. Today, the Union possesses
three key funding instruments to support research and innovation: the first is

Among the various types of projects (including collaborative projects,
networks of excellence etc) by which FPs are implemented, coordination and
support actions aim at promoting coordination and networking of projects,
programmes and policies, and most importantly, dissemination, popularization
and improvement of the take up of RTD results by end users. The main objective
of the REPROFISH project was to facilitate the dissemination of results
from FP5 and FP6 projects focused on the improvement of our knowledge
and control of finfish reproduction. Through scientific conferences, meetings
involving various stakeholders, outstanding reviews of the state of the art
in fish reproduction, an active and rich website and the present publication,
the REPROFISH project has contributed to the synthesis, exploitation and
dissemination of RTD results to a large audience, including non-specialists.
On behalf of my colleagues working in DG RTD E4 unit (Agriculture,
forests, fisheries and aquaculture), I would like to convey to the REPROFISH
consortium our compliments for their commitment and the quality of their
work, together with our thanks for their contribution towards strengthening the
aquaculture-related European Research Area.

Timothy HALL
Acting Director:
Biotechnologies,
Agriculture and Food
DG Research
European Commission
T.J. Hall worked as a
research scientist in the
UK before joining the
Commission services in
1983, becoming Head of
Unit for S&T Cooperation
with Developing Countries
in 1994. . He has also
headed units in the Quality
of Life Directorate under
FP5 and in the Health
Directorate under FP6.
His current position (since
October 2006) is Head
of Unit for Agriculture,
Forestry, Fisheries
and Aquaculture with
primary responsibilities
for overseeing the
management of projects
in these areas supported
under FP6, and
implementing the Activity
«Sustainable production
and management of
biological resources from
land, forest and aquatic
environments» in the FP7
Theme «Food, Agriculture
and Fisheries, and
Biotechnology».
Since 1 September 2007,
he also holds the position
of Acting Director
for Biotechnologies,
Agriculture and Food.

Timothy J. Hall
Acting Director RTD E
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Glossary
Antagonist: A compound that will suppress the function of a natural
molecule

the pituitary gland of vertebrates, and involved in the gonadal functions
regulation.

Aquaporins: Integral membrane proteins that form pores in the membrane
of biological cells.

Gonochorism: The sexes are separate and determined once, for life

Broodstock: A group of sexually mature individuals, kept separate for
breeding purposes.
Circadian rhythm: A 24-hour cycle affecting the biochemical,
physiological or behavioural systems of an organism. These rhythms
are generated by external environmental factors, in particular daylight,
and allow organisms to anticipate and prepare for precise and regular
environmental changes. There are clear cyclical changes in, for example,
core body temperature, hormone production and other biological activities
linked to this daily cycle.
Cryopreservation: A process by which cells, or whole tissues, are
preserved by cooling to sub-zero temperatures.
Dopamine: A neurotransmitter, produced in several areas of the brain.
It is also a neurohormone released by the hypothalamus. In some fish, it
inhibits the release of gonadotrophins.
Endocrine disruptor: An exogenous substance or mixture that alters the
function of the endocrine system and may consequently cause adverse
health effects. These may be naturally–occurring or synthetic chemicals.
Fecundity: The total number of eggs spawned per female in a year
Gamete: A haploid (n chromosomes) reproductive cell able to fuse with a
gamete of the opposite sex to produce the fertilized egg.
Gametogenesis: A process by which diploid or haploid precursor cells
undergo cell division and differentiation to form mature haploid gametes
(an egg or a sperm).
Genetic selection: Selection of individuals or populations in terms of their
genetic make-up. Fish may be selected for genes that favour rapid growth,
large size, immunity to disease, colour etc.
Genome: The full set of hereditary material, i.e. chromosomal and
mitochondrial DNA, possessed by an organism.
GnRH: Gonadotropin-releasing hormone, also known as Luteinizinghormone releasing hormone (LHRH), is a tropic peptide hormone
responsible for the release of FSH (follicle stimulating hormone) and LH
(luteinizing hormone) from the anterior pituitary. GnRH is synthesized
and released from neurons within the hypothalamus.
Gonadotrophin: A protein hormone secreted by the gonadotrope cells of
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Hermaphrodism: The animal undergoes a change in sex during its
lifetime. Protandrous hermaphrodism is the change from male to a
female, protogynous hermaphrodites change from a female into a
male, simultaneous hermaphrodites also exist, which behave almost
simultaneously as males or females with cross-fecundation taking place;
individuals can change within minutes from displaying male sexual
behaviour, with sperm release, to female sexual behaviour, with egg
laying.
Hormone: A chemical released by cells that affect cells in other parts of
the body. It is essentially a chemical messenger that transports a signal
from one cell to another.
Melatonin: A naturally occurring hormone that is important in most
biological functions, including the regulation of circadian rhythms.
Neo-male: A sex-reversed female, that is genetically female, but
phenotypically male. Used in the production of monosex populations.
Oogenesis: The creation of an egg cell. It is the female process of
gametogenesis.
Oviparity: Eggs are fertilised externally, after spawning
Photoperiod: The 24-hour cycle of day and night.
Pineal gland: A small endocrine gland in the vertebrate brain. It produces
melatonin, a hormone that affects the modulation of wake/sleep patterns
and photoperiodic (seasonal) functions.
Pituitary gland: An endocrine gland at the base of the brain, secreting
hormones regulating homeostasis, including tropic hormones that
stimulate other endocrine glands.
Spermatogenesis: The creation of a sperm cell. It is the male process of
gametogenesis.
Triploid: An individual containing three sets of chromosomes, instead of
the normal two. Triploid fish are sterile.
Vivipary: The fertilised and developing eggs remain inside the body of
the mother for a certain period of time and the offspring are released as
free-swimming young. It is more appropriate to speak of ovoviviparity
in bony fish as there are no real exchanges between the mother and the
embryos.
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A. Partly true.
Unfortunately we are only able to successfully breed a relatively small number of species in captivity. Other species may be farmed by simply being “fattened” in captivity, i.e. the
juveniles are captured in the wild first, or bred from wild broodstock. The majority of species are still only exploited by capture fisheries. We need more research to better understand
what fish need in order to breed successfully in captivity.

B. True.
Chemical pollution poses a particular problem to fish because the aquatic environment concentrates chemicals and the sex of many fish species is strongly regulated by hormonal and
environmental factors. Many chemicals found in the environment are capable of disrupting the hormone balance of fish. Research can help us to improve our understanding of the
environmental factors that influence reproduction.

C. False
Fish farming cannot provide the whole answer to over-fishing, but it can contribute to the sustainable management of fisheries. Pollution and climate change are also factors implicated
in the decline of fish stocks - we need to look at preserving the environment as a whole. A better understanding of fish reproductive biology may help us to improve management of those
stocks exploited by capture fisheries, and enable us to breed more species in captivity.

D. True.
Fish reproduction research provides us with numerous solutions towards the goal of sustainability - preventing puberty to improve yields in fish farms, timing reproduction to meet market
demand, conserving valuable genetic material, selecting the most commercially valuable sex, breeding threatened species in captivity for the aquarium trade, identifying chemicals in our
aquatic environment that are potentially dangerous to human health, removing dependence on wild juveniles and broodstock….the list goes on.

E. False (in Europe)
Within Europe it is forbidden to produce genetically modified fish for human consumption. As with other livestock, such as cattle and poultry, fish are “selected” for their growth rate, their
ability to produce eggs, the quality of their flesh etc., within special breeding programmes. This makes fish farming more efficient and therefore more sustainable….
F. True and False
Even fish that are widely farmed, such as trout and salmon, are relatively undomesticated when compared to terrestrial farm animals, and they may therefore perceive certain captive
conditions as stressful. Sensitivity to stress, and optimal farming conditions, differs between species and strains. The reproductive performance of a fish can be significantly affected by
exposure to stressful situations and therefore broodstock welfare is important. Research is underway to develop strains of fish that are more tolerant to captive conditions.

G. True
Fish are now commonly used in biomedical research, for example in the study of human genetic diseases. They are also “sentinels” for a wide range of chemical pollutants that may be
found in the natural environment, potentially posing a threat to human health.

A. We know how to breed fish in captivity
B. Fish reproduction is highly influenced by environmental pollution
C. Fish farming could provide the answer to the over-exploitation of wild fish stocks
D. Fish reproduction research can contribute to improving sustainability
E. Farmed fish are genetically modified
F. Captivity may stress fish and affect their reproduction
G. Fish reproduction research contributes to better human health
Test your knowledge by answering the following True or False questions!
Now that you’ve read our brochure, what’s YOUR opinion? Do you think that fish reproduction research is
important? Can society benefit from this research as a whole?

QUIZ

The Reprofish team thanks you
for your interest in our project

